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DIGITAL PRACTICESTHIS WEEK.

from content to IA 
from IA to site map & navigation

planning for good IA
content structure

— brand design 
— colour / type

design considerations
design for web

TEXT



DIGITAL PRACTICESSITE PLANNING
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where next?

easy to use

legibility

clearly 
structured 
content

consistency
fitting language/tone

clear hierarchy

Content in hand Final goal



DIGITAL PRACTICESBRAINSTORMING / MIND MAPPING / STRUCTURE PLANNING

word clouds

fun

˛ȁȓɭ food
friends

LEARN
BOOKS

Brainstorming…

Content audit



DIGITAL PRACTICESINFORMATION ARCHITECTURE | NAVIGATION
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TEXT

content collected
organised organically
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ȁȩǄǟžőȁ�őɻ�ɻǖƛ�ɻǟȓƛ�ȩǁ�ɓɝȩƈʒžɻǟȩș

˛ȁƛɭ�ɝƛʯǟƛʳƛƈ�उ�ƛƈǟɻƛƈࠋ
ɭȩȁǟƈ�u��ɻȩ�ŵƛ�žȩș˛ɝȓƛƈ

u��ǟșǁȩɝȓɭ�ɻǖƛ�ɭǟɻƛ�ɭɻɝʒžɻʒɝƛࠋ
ɭǟɻƛ�ȓőɓ�ʳǟȁȁ�Ǆʒǟƈƛ�ÿu�ƈƛɭǟǄș

ȩɝǄőșǟɭƛƈ�ǁȩɝ�ʒɭƛɝɭ�उ�ǟș�žȩșɻƛʻɻ ǟșǁȩɝȓƛƈ�ŵʼ�uࠋ��ɻȩ�ƛɭɻőŵȁǟɭǖ�șőʯ
content structured

organising
labelling
indexing

IA

connecting
guiding
linking

UI

site map



DIGITAL PRACTICESTHINKING METHOD

SIX THINKING HATS
lateral thinking method

by Dr. Edward de Bono

The White Hat calls for information known or 
needed. "The facts, just the facts." 

The Yellow Hat symbolizes brightness and 
optimism. Under this hat you explore the 
ɓȩɭǟɻǟʯƛɭ�őșƈ�ɓɝȩŵƛ�ǁȩɝ�ʯőȁʒƛ�őșƈ�ŵƛșƛ˛ɻࠑ

The Black Hat is judgment - the devil's advocate 
or why something may not work. Spot the 
ƈǟǁ˛žʒȁɻǟƛɭ�őșƈ�ƈőșǄƛɝɭࠖ�ʳǖƛɝƛ�ɻǖǟșǄɭ�ȓǟǄǖɻ�Ǆȩ�
wrong. Probably the most powerful and useful of 
the Hats but a problem if overused.

The Red Hat�ɭǟǄșǟ˛ƛɭ�ǁƛƛȁǟșǄɭࠋ�ǖʒșžǖƛɭ�őșƈ�
ǟșɻʒǟɻǟȩșࠑ�ğǖƛș�ʒɭǟșǄ�ɻǖǟɭ�ǖőɻ�ʼȩʒ�žőș�ƛʻɓɝƛɭɭ�
ƛȓȩɻǟȩșɭ�őșƈ�ǁƛƛȁǟșǄɭ�őșƈ�ɭǖőɝƛ�ǁƛőɝɭࠋ�ȁǟǻƛɭࠋ�
ƈǟɭȁǟǻƛɭࠋ�ȁȩʯƛɭࠋ�őșƈ�ǖőɻƛɭࠑ

The Green Hat focuses on creativity; the 
possibilities, alternatives, and new ideas. It's 
an opportunity to express new concepts and 
new perceptions.

The Blue Hat is used to manage the thinking 
process. It's the control mechanism that 
ensures the Six Thinking Hats® guidelines 
are observed.

Dr. Edward de Bono, 1985 [ISBN 0-316-17831-4]            [The De Bono Group LLC | debonogroup.com]



DIGITAL PRACTICESCONTENT AUDIT: SIX THINKING HAT APPROACH

Which elements would you like to include?

Which aspects are you worried about?
Review list of all ‘nice-to-have’ elements.

Reminder: who is your site for?
What is the given content?

Will your content meet expectations?
Does your site provide useful information?

Check against list of all ‘must-have’ elements.
What could your site achieve?

How could your site evolve after launch?

How can you make your site stand out?
What unique approach can your site take?

Which content elements warrant special 
treatment / presentation?

Are you keeping your focus on your target group?

Is the project on track?

All content spell-checked and proof-read?
Content review, going by summative checklist

What can go wrong?
What are the upcoming challenges?

Is any part of planned content weak or in need of improvement?

Perform site tests + address issues!



DIGITAL PRACTICES
the optimist

the intuitive mind
the creative mind

the analyst

the rational mind

the sceptic

‣ fact-driven 
‣ text-orientated 
‣ values clarity over visual flair 
‣ often uses tab to navigate sites

‣ patient and calm browsing habits 
‣ internet use mainly leisurely,  

allowing time to consume content 
‣ interest to explore site likely 
‣ prefers navigation with mouse,  

or use of tablet

‣ confident tech user, used to fast pace 
digital work 

‣ impatient browsing habits, using many tabs 
and keyboard shortcuts 

‣ quick skim reader, relying on  
good visual hierarchy 

‣ risk of abandoning site high

‣ confident tech user 
‣ prefers familiar patterns to unusual approaches 
‣ responds strongly to visual design 
‣ prefers mixed content combining media and text 

‣ easily swayed by visual design 
‣ engaged by unique and strong ideas 
‣ tends to wander off / be easily distracted 
‣ prefers to use open source apps/browsers

‣ objective and analytical 
‣ usually rushing / skim reading 
‣ likes consistency & logic 
‣ main net use: mobile / tablet

CONTENT AUDIT: SIX THINKING HAT PERSONAS



DIGITAL PRACTICES
the rational mind

the optimist

the sceptic

the intuitive mind

the creative mind

the analyst
stairw
ell

stairwell

CONTEN
T

CONTENT -> IA -> SITE MAP



DIGITAL PRACTICES



DIGITAL PRACTICESCOLOUR PERCEPTION

‣ yellow/red light: vibrant/stimulating 

‣ can portray warmth as well as danger  
and risk 

‣ high arousal colours, especially  
when used in saturated shades 

‣ perceived to be closer to the viewer = 
enhances perception of perspective

‣ white/blue light: cool/calm 

‣ can portray tranquility 

‣ low arousal colours, especially  
when used in pastel shades 

‣ perceived to be further away from viewer = 
enhances perception of perspective

cool warm

chromodynamics



DIGITAL PRACTICES

‣ associations: 
fire / blood / energy / war / 
danger / passion / desire / love 
‣ strong impact colour with high 

visibility 
‣ expression of urgency / alert / 

error

RED



DIGITAL PRACTICES

‣ associations: 
sunshine / joy / happiness / 
intellect / energy / caution / 
jealousy 
‣ effect depending in additional 

colours 
‣ expression of pleasant and 

cheerful emotion, used for 
highlights; 
if overused or in dull shades - can 
become unappealing

YELLOW



DIGITAL PRACTICES

‣ associations: 
sky / water / depth / loyalty / 
trust / truth / intelligence / 
wisdom 
‣ calm and tranquil impact 
‣ expression of depth, expertise 

and stability

BLUE



DIGITAL PRACTICESBASIC COLOUR THEORY

All other colours are 
derived from these 3 hues.

yellow red blue
orange purple green

These are the colours created 
by mixing the primary colours.

yellow-orange  red-orange red-purple 
blue-purple  blue-green  yellow-green

These are the colours created by 
mixing the secondary colours.

In traditional colour theory, 
these are the 3 pigment colours 
which can not be mixed or  
formed by any combination 
of other colours. 

colour combinations



DIGITAL PRACTICESCOLOUR SCHEME DESIGN

combination of tones and shades within 
the same colour / hue

combination of adjacent colours

combination of 2 colours  
  from opposite sides of the  
    colour spectrum

combination of colours,  
often 2 groups of similar hues, 
chosen specifically from the colour spectrum



DIGITAL PRACTICESCOLOUR SCHEME DESIGN

Where do you start?



DIGITAL PRACTICESCOLOUR SCHEME DESIGN

slate Blue
#6A839A

deep Rosé
#B791BA

— small, local business 

— established brand element: 
logo with type and colours 

— for web design of site:  
which colour scheme could work?

Given example: 
Hattie’s Tea Room



DIGITAL PRACTICESCOLOUR SCHEME DESIGN

3 METHODS 
1. brand based 
2. rooted in content 
3. looking sideways 



DIGITAL PRACTICESBASED ON BRAND

slate Blue
#6A839A

deep Rosé
#B791BA







DIGITAL PRACTICESROOTED IN CONTENT



DIGITAL PRACTICESROOTED IN CONTENT



Home Tea Selection

Tea Selection

Come & Visit Contact 



DIGITAL PRACTICESLOOKING SIDEWAYS



DIGITAL PRACTICESLOOKING SIDEWAYS



HOME TEA SELECTION COME & VISIT CONTACT

dĞĂ�^ĞůĞĐƟŽŶ



DIGITAL PRACTICESworking with 



DIGITAL PRACTICES

Prisca Schmarsow 
prisca@eyedea.studio 

eyedea.studio

mailto:prisca@eyedea.studio

